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Windstar manuals. For more information go to It is the replacement for the old Ford Escort. This
car is offered in hatchback and sedan form. It has a great grip and handling, has an incredible

steering precision and is surprisingly agile. Here are some of the helpful tips on how you can
keep your Ford Focus in best form:. All the lights in your car play a very crucial role when it
comes to your safety. They provide illumination that guide you as you hit the road. You can
check your own lights by parking your car somewhere else while turning all the lights on. Then,
walk around your car to see if every light is working properly. If you detect any burnt bulbs or
flickering light bulbs, replace them immediately. The shock absorbers are parts of the
suspension system that help in keeping your ride comfortable. Shock absorbers, just like the
brakes and tires, are also critical safety features of your vehicle. They are responsible in
keeping the tires in permanent contact with the road. They also provide maximum grip when
cornering and braking. If you noticed that there's any sign of liquid running down the shock
absorber, your shock absorber may be in bad shape. Seek the help of a professional to help you
fix the shock absorber. Replace when necessary. Brake dusts contain contaminants and other
substances that can severely damage your wheel if it remained unnoticed for a very long time. It
can easily cling to your wheels with static electricity, so washing it regularly is necessary. You
can either use a sponge or a rag to clean it all up. Cleaning your sedan regularly is a great way
to maintain your car's looks. If you wash your car on your own, remember not to use any
household cleaning agents such as dishwashing detergent, hand soap or a glass cleaner
because these substances can damage the protective wax of your vehicle. Waxing, on the other
hand, protects the outer layer of your car's body. It prevents debris from making contact with
your paint. It also blocks out harmful radiation from the sun. Regular washing and waxing of
your car is necessary to maintain its cleanliness and outstanding looks. Your car is a valuable
investment, so proper care and maintenance is necessary. It will only take a few minutes to
inspect the vehicle. And with a huge demand in China and other markets in Asia, the Focus is
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version named SVT became available in the U. It was offered as three and five-door hatchback
and as an estate. The hatchback and wagon variants were discontinued, so this restyled
generation was sold as a two-door coupe and four-door sedan. The model, which was unveiled
at the North American International Auto Show, was offered as a 5-door hatchback and 5-door
estate. A year after, the Focus ST debuted with a whooping bhp from its 2. Since the
introduction of MK3, Ford Focus has enjoyed remarkable sales. With sales of about 1. We've
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